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Summary

TOWARDS A GREEN DIMENSION:
VENICEGREEN
It is in these last months in which the days have
passed long and somewhat suspended, in which the
routine was necessarily upset that, after the first

3
Who we are

mo ment of loss, we thought about the future.
Why not tell our reality with a new impetus? Yes,
because we all want to react, to start again with a

4

new energy.

Hydroponics,
natural cultivation

Ou r farm is located in Tessera, a town one step away
from Venice, where we have been dealing with for
fifty years, 7 hectares of plants outside and 1600
square meters of hydroponic greenhouses.
An important birthday that of fifty years which marks
a milestone made of experiences, projects carried
out and future ambitions: looking at a green that is
increasingly

present

in

our

homes,

in

the

5
Frenquently Asked
Questions

workplaces, in the cities.
We

believe

that

ad

hoc

greenery

architecture by improving the quality of life and
giv ing well-being.

VENICEGREEN

Magazine

is

designed

7

enriches

to

be

Green to improve Life

a

magazine suita ble for everyone.
It can be consulted and downloaded from the
website: www.venicegreen.it
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Green to improve Life

VeniceGreen is
Ven i c e G r e e n think s , te lls a n d
real i ze s
s t o r ie s
of
gr e e ne r y,
st o r i e s of g ar de ns a nd s pa ce s that
in vo ke b e auty, we ll- be ing a n d
ha r mon y i n Na tur e.

The company, founded by Nico Dani ele in

Here in 2017 the activity of Nico Daniele is colored

1970, grows thanks to his commitment and the

with new notes with the business owner Sergio

bou ndless passion enhanced by prestigious

Pajola, who fascinated by the history of the

collaborations, one of all, that with Pietro

company and the great skills of Nico Daniele,

Porcinai,

accepts the challenge, takes the heritage and

an

established

and

esteemed

faces with enthusiasm to the world: green helps us

architect of the Italian landscape.

to live better.
There are also illustrious names su ch as
Giuseppe Rallo, Paolo Portoghesi and Mario

Today, joined by Nico Daniele and the technical

Botta that leave their mark in the realization of

manager Lorenzo Simoni, Sergio Pajola leads a

ambitious projects.

team of young and dynamic collaborators to

Outdoor gardens, indoor fl oral furnishings,

continue a tradition of excellence in which green is

made

with

hydroculture

alternative world.

plants.

A

new,

the

protagonist

and

inspirer,

capable

of

transmitting emotions and quality of life.
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VeniceGreen is leader in Italy for the cultivation of plants in hydroculture.
BUT WHAT IS IT ABOUT?
It is an innovative, absolutely natural an d very
practical system in which the cultivation and
care of plants t akes place without soil which
is replaced by expanded clay.
We speak of innovation, but in reality it is an
ancient technique, the fi rst trace dates back to
2000 BC. in ancient Greece and we have all
heard of it about the hanging gardens of
Babylon, the floating gardens of Mexico City or
those mountain peoples in Peru who cultivate

Now, this method is back in vogue as it offers
multiple advantages, including undoubtedly
better control of the water supply, especially
with closed systems that recover the unused
nutrient solution from plants and recycle it. In
fact, the plant will "feed" only on what it needs
to live.
The water saving can go up to 80-90%
compared to traditional cultivation on soil and
also improving the phytosanitary conditions
since the plant is not in contact with the earth.

gardens on the surface of the lake.

CULTIVATION
HYDROPONIC
innovation and savings
It is proven that the diseases that are usually

from the curved and succulent, up to the palm

spread from the ground due to the parasites

trees, they can therefore not only be grown

that are present in the soil also decrease.

with a hydroponic system, but even coexist in
the same container!

The nutrients such as nitrogen, phosphorus or
potassium, which are essential for the plant,
are conveyed by the water providing the right
nourishment thanks to the slow release with
the adequate hardened water supply.
Hydroculture

therefore

allows

easy

management of maintenance even for those
who haven’t a g reen thumb: plants of diff erent
botanical genus and different water needs,
starting
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from

fl owering

to

evergreens,

The real innovation of hydroculture consists precisely in the ability to know the real water needs of the
plant: even for a beginner it will be easy to take care of his greenery! How?

HERE ARE SOME IDEAS TO CONVINCE YOU THAT THE SYSTEM IS REALLY PRACTICAL AND SIMPLE MANAGEMENT.
Is there a particularly suitable environment

How does the hydroponic system assembly

to allow hydroc ulture?

work in practice? Does it take up more space

Any non-dark environment can be suitable,

than a common vase?

both

great

Assembly is very simple, any vase used with

advantage of having plants is that they are

the traditional soil system can be converted

thermoregulators, they help create a healthy,

into hydroponic with the simple use of an

livable environment and even when the indoor

internal liner which is a sort of protective

environment is dry, they humidify the air in a

casing

natural and benefi cial way. A precaution to

waterproofed.

at

work

and

at

home.

The

that

allows

the

vase

to

be

observe concer ns the air temperature which
must not drop below 16 degrees.
How important is lighting for the plant?
Lighting

plays

a

fundamental

role

in

the

growth of a pla nt, so much that it is the first
thing we check during an inspection. Each

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Phase 5

Phase 6

plant needs a minimum quantity of natural
light. It is measured with a lux meter but also
via

a

simple

mobile

app.

If

the

light

is

insufficient, there are LED lamps that work on
the frequency and allow the plant to survive.
Is it possible to keep the same plants by
con verting the cultivation into hydroponics?
It is possible, in this case, the conversion from
land to hydroponics is slow, in fact it takes
about a year for the plant to take root and to
reinvigorate itself with the new system. While
a new plant gr own with hydroponic method
immediately off ers important advantages.

Work is first carried out on the root system of
the plant to allow the plant better rooting fi rst
of all it is necessary to work on the root
system, this first part of the work takes place
in the greenhouse and the soil is completely
replaced by the agrileca (Phase 1-2).
Once the plant has taken root (Phase 3), the
procedure can be completed: the decorative
pot is covered with a waterproof lining (Phase
4) and at this point it is ready to be positioned,
without forgetting the water level indicator
(Phase 5). The nutrient is put into the water.
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SUMMARY WE HAVE
1
2
3
4
1

4
5

In traditional crops, 80% of the death of indoor

The decorative container
The culture vessel
The nutrient solution
Indicator
Clay

5

2
3

plants is caused by poor water management,
hydroponics allows optimal control.
The experience gained over the years allows
us to say that the maintenance of green in
hydroponics is much simpler.
Are there varieties of plants particularly
suitable for this cultivation?

Could there be stagnant water?
Hydroculture

allows

optimal

Today we can count almost 800 botanical
water

var ieties used and contrar y to what one might

management, the level indicator tells us how

imagine, succulents also adapt to hydroculture.

much water to give and how often. The water

O ur continuous research and exper imentation

therefore does not stagnate, does not create

sets no limits.

root rot, the plant benefi ts from this system
and develops as if it lived in its natural habitat.

A tip to start with a new green corner?
A plant that offers excellent satisfac tions is the
Philodendron

Per tusem

M onstera,

it

is

a

perennial and evergreen botanical species of
the Araceae family.
From the climbing habit it is for med of stems
equipped with k nots, from which adve ntitious
or

secondar y

roots

develop

which

attach

themselves fir mly to the brace. The leaves in the
juvenile stage are pale green with lamina and
whole margins.
I n adult specimens the leaves are transfor med
and even the color becomes dar ker, generally
the lamina appears incised almost pierced, the
edges ser rated and discontinuous.
I t can grow up to t wo meters, it is an elegant,
easy to grow and ver y resistant plant.
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Green for
improve
the life
They were one of the seven wonders of
the ancient world, the hanging gardens of
Babylon that King Nebuchadnezzar II had
as a gift for his wife.
The same magic that in 590 BC inspired
that fascinating creation that has remained
in

history,

can

be

reproduced

in

our

homes, on our terraces or gardens.
It is a very useful technique for creating a
green lung, even where there is not much
space.
A solution that goes perfectly with the
hydroculture

technique

giving

charm,

energy saving, acoustic soundproofing, air
purification, humidity control in step with a
new

sustainability

and

psychophysical

well-being.
Vertical gardens are not only a technique
of

conceiving

green

space

but

an

expression for creating a project designed
ad hoc, reconciling the designer's logics
with those of greenery.
You can indulge yourself in making the
internal spaces alive, colorful and lush the
external ones, as well as lavish yourself
with aromatic crops, vegetable plants and
fruits, all in a small space also in the heart
of the city, dedicated to wellness, capable
of allowing us to regenerate and relax.
A starting point for a new concept of
green, but also of quality of life.
See you next issue!
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SOLUZIONI PER IL VERDE DAL 1970

VeniceGreen's passion and professionalism are also at the basis
of our hospitality project: Venicegreen Agriresort.
A green oasis on the outskirts of Venice, welcoming and
comfortable rooms, smiling and helpful staff, which will make your
trip to Venice unique.

Via Piovega, 7 - 30173 Tessera (VE)
T. 041 5416549 - M. 349 3315559

www.venicegreenagriresort.it
info@venicegreenagriresort.it

YOUR WELLNESS OASIS TWO STEPS FROM VENICE

